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Abstract: A new perspective on area equations.

From Soup to Nuts
A warm bottle of Corona beer and a can of Campbell’s soup? Slim pickin’s combo?
Yep, it was quarantine crazy at the grocery store today. But lucky me, the soup can had a
recipe. I whipped out my handy-dandy Ginsu knife and carefully cut off the label.
As I looked at the can and the flattened out rectangle of the label, I suddenly realized…The
areas were equal! Wow! Forget about a recipe for tuna noodle casserole. I had a new recipe
for math! Talk about mathematics made, ahem, “soup”er easy. What a simple equation for
the area around a cylinder! The length of the label (the circumference around the soup can)
multiplied by the height of the label equals the exact surface area around the soup can:

But an equation for circular area that didn’t include pi (π)? Could that really be true?
I don’t remember that equation in my ninth-grade geometry class (maybe I was looking out
the window when Mr. T. covered it...). Anyway, I had to check it out. I climbed into the attic
and retrieved my old geometry book (it was next to my high school year book), blew off the
dust, and looked up the equation for the surface area around a cylinder. There it was:
.
Hmm, call me Sherlock, but that sure didn’t look like my “Campbell’s soup can” equation.
Thinking for a minute, I got out pencil and paper, and did a little math manipulation:
 With pi (π) the ratio of a circle’s circumference to its diameter, or ( ),
I rewrote the equation of

as

.

 And since the diameter (d ) is two lengths of the radius, or (2r ),
I rewrote that equation as,
 Then, dividing by (2r ), I got the equation where the area around a cylinder equals the
length of the circumference times the height of the cylinder,
.
It checked out! No ifs, ands, or buts about it. My soup can equation was true!
It is possible to have an equation for circular area that doesn’t include pi, one that can be
calculated as a simple rectangle!
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That got me thinking:
Since I could convert the equation for the surface area around a cylinder into a rectangle (to a
calculation of width times height), why not other circular equations as well? Flipping through
the pages of my old geometry book, I found the equation for the surface area of a sphere:
.
 As (π) is the ratio of a circle’s circumference to its diameter, or ( ),
I rewrote the equation as

.

 And since the diameter (d ) is two lengths of the radius, or (2r ),
I then wrote the equation as
 Then, dividing by (2r ), I produced the equation

.

 And as 2 times the radius (2r ) is equal to the diameter
,
I could write the equation for the surface area of the sphere as the length of the
circumference multiplied by the diameter,

Talk about easy peasy lemon squeezy! The surface area of a sphere can be calculated as a
rectangle with the circumference as its “width” and the diameter as the height!
And if the cylinder and the sphere are that easy, the circle should be duck soup!
Lemme see…the equation for the area of a circle is
:
 As (π) is the ratio of a circle’s circumference to its diameter, or ( ),
 I could rewrite the equation as

.

 And since the diameter (d ) is two lengths of the radius, or (2r ),
 I could then write that equation as
 Then, dividing by (r ), I could produce the equation

.

 And as half the length of the circumference, ( ), is the semicircle,
The equation for area of the circle is the semicircle, (Sc ), multiplied by the radius
(which also makes it one-fourth the area of a sphere):
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I set down my pencil astounded…Boy howdy! I don’t know what the high Muckety-Mucks of
Math and Potentates of Pi would say, but look at that! Multiplying the circumference by the
diameter–the reverse of pi–gives the exact surface area of a sphere:
And the reverse of pi,

, divided by four gives the exact area of a circle:

Wow! Equations for exact circular areas with the reverse of pi?
Now there’s something to write home about!
So the equations for calculating the areas of circular forms as rectangles (as width times
height) were there all along! By simply replacing the symbol pi (π) with its equivalent, ,
I could develop them from the “normal” equations for circular area!
And what a new angle on the rectangle: the rounded rectangle!
With my humble soup can, I could unfold and straighten out circular forms into rectangles,
and the dimensions of the forms give the exact area of the forms.
I never thought of a circle as having four sides before–two semicircles and two radii.
I had to draw it for myself. I pulled out my Sharpie to do a little felt tip physics.
With my soup can equation for the area of a circle,
if I separate and unfold the circle into its four “sides,”
the semicircles straighten out to become two sides of
a rectangle and the radii become the other two sides!
Sweet! The disassembled parts of the circle make up the exact area of the whole!
And the same should hold true for my soup can equation for the surface area of a sphere:

To deconstruct a sphere into its simplest form, the
shape of a sphere is created by two interlocking circles.
So to separate and unfold the sphere into four “sides,”
the two circumferences would straighten out to
become two sides of a rectangle with the diameters as
the other two sides!
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That makes sense. Just as the shape and area of a rectangle are created by its sides, the shape
and area of the sphere are created by the circumference and diameter.
But wait! After unfolding the sphere into a
rectangle, if I rolled that same rectangle into a
cylinder, the area around the cylinder,

would equal the exact surface area of the sphere:

How about that! And if I wanted to add the top and bottom of the cylinder:
 With the area of a circle one-fourth the area of a sphere,

 For the top of a cylinder, I’d just add one circle (one-fourth the area of a sphere),

 And for the top and bottom of a cylinder, I’d add two circles (half the area of a sphere),

I wonder if there’s a way to check that out?
Lemme see…if I recall, Archimedes proved that, for a
sphere inscribed in a cylinder, the surface area of the
sphere is two-thirds the entire surface area of the
cylinder (including the bases).
That jives with my “soup’d up” math! If I had a sphere
and cylinder of the same height and diameter (where
), adding the top and bottom (half the area of a sphere) to the cylinder, would make
the total area of the cylinder three-halves the area of the sphere. (And that’d be the same as
saying the sphere is two-thirds the entire surface area of the cylinder.)
Of course, this would only happen when the diameter and height of the cylinder were equal to
the diameter of the sphere, d .
But what goes around comes around…back to the original proof! The proof is in the can!
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Ooh! That sure opens up a can of worms! What a neat and tidy bundle of math!
 As every circular form can be unrolled into a rectangle,
 And every rectangle can be rolled up into a cylinder,
 That means every circular form and rectangle can be calculated
as a cylinder…as a can!
Wow! Calculating circles and rectangles as cans? That’s uncanny!
(Or should I say, that’s some “canny” math.)
And holy can-noli! Talk about converting can’ts into cans! With the old pi equation of
(since pi, 3.14…, never resolves exactly), it was impossible to calculate the exact
surface area around a cylinder. In other words, we had ourselves a “can’t”-radiction.
But with my new “can”-do math, it is possible.
Whenever I multiply width times height to find the area of a rectangle (as every rectangle can
be rolled up into a cylinder), I’m also calculating the exact surface area around a cylinder!
Come to think of it, I can “tri” the same thing with a triangle. As the equation for a triangle is
half the height times the base (half a rectangle), every time I calculate the area of a triangle
I’m also calculating half the exact surface area around a cylinder–half a can!
What fun! And if I had a short can whose
height was equal to its radius, half of the
rectangle of the label–a triangle with the
height of the radius and a base of the
circumference–would equal the exact area
of the circular top of the can:

Circulation equals triangulation? You betcha! If I can rectangle a circle I can triangle it, too.
I wonder if there’s a precedent for that. I pulled out my souper-de-duper smartphone to do a
little googling. Sure’nuff, there it was, in Archimedes’ book “Measurement of a Circle”:
The area of any circle is equal to a right-angled triangle in which one of the sides about the
right angle is equal to the radius, and the other to the circumference, of the circle.
Right on! Archimedes beat me to the punch!
He conceived the exact area of a circle as a triangle ages ago!
(Next, maybe I’ll investigate how the ancient Romans constructed “can”-tilevers. Stay tuned.)
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Anyway…I wonder what good ol’ Archie (that wise old Greek) would think of my soup can
proof? He’d probably say:
“You finally comin’ to the party, dude? See that mild-mannered soup can you’re holding
in your hand? That’s the great, universal geometric translator, a math machine
extraordinaire in disguise: The ‘Soup-er Can’! The ‘Can-verter’! The ‘Math Merger’!
(Stroking his 2000-year-old beard) Hold your horses, young whippersnapper. I’m not
finished! Didn’t ya know the cylinder unites the round and the rectilinear? It’s where the
circle and the rectangle come together in one form! And when you unroll the cylinder
into a rectangle…chicken, potato, or tomato? Regardless of the flavor you savor–
whether round, rectangular, spherical, or triangular; whether you twist, roll, or fold it–
your soup can converts all circular area calculation into width times height!”
Wow! Totally tubular, pops! Words of wisdom!
But wait a minute!
As multiplying width times height results in a square area–a quantity of squares (square
meters, square feet, square yards, etc.)–my soup can math is really converting all circular
forms into squares!
Yessiree, lemme see if I can unwrap that mathematically:
 Dimensionally speaking, area is length squared,

 And multiplying width times height to find the area of a rectangle, is finding a rectangle
equal to a square with sides of unknown length, x ,

 Which makes the side of the square, x (the square root of the area), the mean
proportional between the lengths of the sides (the width and height) of a rectangle,

Hmm, finding a square equal to a rectangle by finding the mean proportional between the
sides of the rectangle? That rings a bell!
Sure, I remember that from Euclid!
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I did a little googling. There it was, Proposition 14, Book II, Euclid!
Let there be constructed the rectangular parallelogram
BD…of the straight lines BE,ED…Let BE be greater, and let it
be produced to F; let EF be made equal to ED, and let BF be
bisected at G. With center G…let the semicircle BHF be
described; let DE be produced to H…the parallelogram BD is
equal to the square on HE.
I wonder if Euclid fits into my soup can proof?
Let’s see. As my soup can label flattens out into a rectangle
(with sides of the circumference and the height):
 If I call Euclid’s line BE the circumference of the soup can
and line ED the height of the soup can, the square on HE would be
the exact surface area around the cylinder of the soup can!
Whoop-te-dee! There ya be!
Now I have the area around a cylinder (a soup can) equal to a square!
And I could do the same thing with a sphere!
 With my soup can equation for the area of a sphere,

 If I call Euclid’s line BE the circumference and line ED the diameter of the sphere,
the square on HE would be the exact surface area of a sphere!
And what about a circle?
 With my soup can equation for the area of a circle,

 If I call line BE the semicircle and line ED the radius,
the square on HE would be the exact area of a circle!
Wow! Who knew? To square the circle–to find the exact area of a circle–all I have to do is
find the mean proportional between the lengths of the semicircle and the radius! 
So the equation for squaring the circle would be
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That’s incredible!
And here I’d always heard it’s impossible to square the circle. I had to look it up in Wikipedia:
Squaring the circle is a problem proposed by ancient geometers. It is the challenge of
constructing a square with the same area as a given circle by using only a finite
number of steps with compass and straight edge.
By golly, I just did that! My flattened-out soup can label gives me a straight edge (and the
length of the circumference and the semicircle). From there, with a compass I can construct
Euclid’s diagram and square the circle. So my soup can math meets the challenge!
But then I looked a little further:
The solution of the problem of squaring the circle by compass and straightedge
requires the construction of the number

.

The square root of pi? Why pi? I took a look at their diagram.
Well, there’s the problem. Unbelievable! To square the circle,
they were trying to construct a square of pi! Oh, my!
 Yeah, with the old equation for the area of a circle,
 For a circle of radius (r) one, the equation would be
, or
.

,

So I guess the conclusion was: to have the area of a circle equal to pi (π), since pi is
transcendental and never resolves, would make it impossible to square the area of a circle!
But

? No way, José! No can do, Lou! Pi can’t equal area. Area is length multiplied

by length. Whereas pi is length divided by length (the circumference divided by the diameter):
.
And to have area (length multiplied by length) equal to pi (length divided by length):
,
why, that’d break the rules of Euclidian geometry seven ways to Sunday!
So I guess it’s not impossible to square the area of a circle–it’s just impossible to have the area
of a circle equal pi!
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Wow! And to think, from grade school to grad school, all I’ve ever heard is that one of the
great truths of mathematics is the value of pi lies somewhere between 3.140 and 3.142,

Yeah, there’s proof after proof that pi never resolves–that pi doesn’t equal anything (well,
anything except C/d). So I still can’t believe that logic of having area equal pi.
That proof should be called the “Poof Proof”!
By calling the length of the radius (r) one, the area equation goes from:
1.
2.
3.

, to
, to
.

And right before your very eyes, the length of the radius (r) disappears, the dimension of
length squared, (1)2, disappears, and the result?
?
Poof! It’s gone. No more square dimension of area!
Gee willikers! I could also do the same thing with the equation for pi itself,

:

 If I call the length of the diameter one, to produce the equation
 Now I have pi equal to the circumference,

,

!

And following the old logic, since it’s impossible to resolve pi, that’d make it impossible to
measure the circumference of a circle! I know that’s not true, because the length of my soup
can label equals the circumference around the can. And come to think about it, if I couldn’t
measure the circumference of a circle, C , how in the world could I ever calculate pi, , to
begin with?
Man, this is starting to be fun! I wonder what else I can do with one? Let’s see:
 As pi (π) equals the circumference divided by the diameter,

,

 And as the diameter, d , equals 2 times the radius, that equation can also be,
 So by setting the radius, r , equal to one, I end up with pi equal to the circumference
divided by two:

.

That’s hilarious! By substituting the number one for a dimensional length, I can make pi
(which doesn’t equal anything) appear to equal the area, circumference, or the semicircle!
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.

And I can do that same “one” thing with any area equation!
Sure, starting with the basic equation of
 If I set the height equal to 1,
 I’d get area equal to width,

.

Or doing the ol’switcheroo:
 Setting width equal to 1,
 Gives me area equal to height,

,
.

Jumpin’ math-aroo! I think I just came up with an absurd new rule–Schwartzenegger’s Law!
One’s the original Terminator! Ja, by calling the height one, I get rid of the height; by calling
the width one, I get rid of the width; and by calling the radius one…well, you know the rest:
Hasta la vista, baby! Bye-bye, radius! Bye-bye, truth!
So it looks like calling a dimension one is a recipe for disaster!
Replacing a dimension with the number one eliminates that dimension from the equation.
And you can’t have geometry without dimension!
Reminds me of the old joke:
Q. How many feet are in a square yard?
A. Depends on how many people there are in the yard.
Yeah, you gotta have a unit of measure!
And by replacing a dimension with one, there’s no unit of measure, and certainly no square
unit of measure–no area, no square feet, square yards, square meters, no nuthin’!
Holy cow, Elsie! It’s all been “udder” chaos. Wild and wonky as a zebra-striped donkey!
I think I’m seeing the truth of dimension and area calculation for the first time.
Can’t believe I didn’t see it before.
Like the old equation for the area of a circle,
:

Multiplying three numbers (instead of two) to find area?
Now there’s a real impossibility!
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?
How many times have I looked at that old equation for the area of a circle, and never
really seen it? Jiminy Christmas!
What an eye-opener! It’s like suddenly realizing you’ve got your shorts on backwards!
Multiplying three numbers (instead of two) to try to find area?
How’d it all get so far off track, Jack?
Maybe the idea was that if two numbers equal a plane, you need the third number, pi (π ),
to make the plane round. Yeah, the old circular logic–bend it like Beckham!
And they’ve been doing it for centuries! Ooh, back when Math-todons still roamed the earth!
But, everyone knows you multiply two numbers to get area and three numbers for volume.
Sure, I did a little more googling on my “soup”er smartphone.
That’s the ticket! It says so right there, Book VII, Euclid:
When two numbers having multiplied one another make some number, the number so
produced is called plane, and its sides are the numbers which have multiplied one another.
And, when three numbers having multiplied one another make some number, the number
so produced is solid and its sides are the numbers which have multiplied one another.
There’s a double shot of Geometry Juice!
So multiplying three numbers to try to find area?
It’s plain (or should I say plane) as the nose on your face.

isn’t a valid equation at all!
Wow! Talk about Love 2 Stun.com!
What a shocker! It was bad enough when I got quarantine “canned.”
And now, come to find out the equation for the area of a circle isn’t valid?
wasn’t, isn’t, and never will be one of the rock-solid pillars of geometry?
Talk about pulling the rug out! Pull out that cornerstone–subtract that equation from math––
what’s left? More importantly, what’s right?
I’ll never be able to look at geometry in the same way. Where do I go from here?
Hmm, maybe into The Golden Age of Math: “The Post Pi Area” (Oops! I mean Era!)
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